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For guidance on relationships between caving depth and surface subsidence, a comprehensive database
was developed after an exhaustive search of published data from cave mining operations from around
the world. The distribution of data was found to largely focus on caving angles and macro
deformations; very little empirical data exists on the extent and magnitudes of smaller surface
displacements. The data clearly show that caving-induced surface deformations tend to be discontinuous and asymmetric due to large movements around the cave controlled by geologic structures, rock
mass heterogeneity and topographic effects. The data also show that as undercut depth increases for a
given extraction volume, the magnitude and extent of the caved zone on surface decreases. However,
numerical modeling indicates that this is only the case for macro deformations and the extent of
smaller displacements actually increases as a function of undercut depth. The results presented caution
against relying on existing empirical design charts for estimates of caving-induced subsidence where
small strain subsidence is of concern, as the data being relied upon does not properly extrapolate
beyond the macro deformations (i.e., caving angles) that make up the majority of the observations. The
ﬁndings also suggest that the extent and magnitudes of subsidence may be underestimated if the
analysis adopted neglects the inﬂuence of geological structures and assumes symmetrical surface
displacements above the undercut.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Block caving is increasingly being favored as a mining method
for maximizing net present value (NPV) from large, lower grade
ore bodies, especially as companies target deeper resources or
transition underground from open pits that have reached the end
of their mine life. As a mass mining method, block caving results
in signiﬁcant ground collapse and extensive surface deformations.
Yet despite having been in use for more than 100 years, there has
been limited research conducted regarding the impact of caving
on surface subsidence. Of concern is the locating of mine infrastructure on surface or the impact ground deformations may have
on protected areas neighboring the mine property. Damage of
surface infrastructure, together with increased dilution due to
larger than expected caving angles, is often the cause for additional capital and operation expenditures.
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To better understand and assess these potential geo-risks, a
database has been developed based on a thorough review of
public domain sources reporting subsidence values related to
both historic and present-day cave mining operations (including
block, panel and sub-level caving). Empirical databases provide a
means to learn from case histories, discover causal relationships
between different contributing factors, establish guidelines for
design, and to help provide a starting point to undertake more
sophisticated analyses like numerical modeling. One of the most
commonly cited is Laubscher’s method [1]. Laubscher proposed a
design chart (Fig. 1) that relates the predicted cave angle to the
rock mass quality (deﬁned using the mining rock mass rating, or
MRMR), density of the caved rock, height of the mined block and
mine geometry (minimum and maximum span of a footprint).
The resulting prediction by default assumes symmetry; i.e., the
caving angle is equally projected from all points around the
perimeter of the undercut. The application of Laubscher’s method
requires sound engineering judgment and a full consideration of
the geological and geotechnical setting in which it is being
applied.
The caving angle referred to by Laubscher is deﬁned by Van As
et al. [2] as the angle of the line extending from the edge of the
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that inﬂuence them. Data relating to geology, topography, orebody type and undercut geometry were speciﬁcally targeted to
analyze their effects in promoting asymmetry and discontinuous
caving-induced subsidence. Where key relationships are revealed,
illustrative numerical models are used to help draw conclusions
to guide preliminary assessments during the planning stages of
future new mining projects where surface subsidence is of
concern.

2. The UBC block caving subsidence database

Fig. 1. Laubscher’s empirical design chart for assessing cave angle (angle of break)
as a function of mining rock mass rating (MRMR) value and the height and depth
of the caved block (after [1]).

A thorough search of the published literature, university
theses, and government reports (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Mines)
[15–69] was carried out leading to a cave mine database for
empirical analysis and characterization of caving-induced surface
subsidence. The database is populated by more than 100 cave
mining operations throughout the world including both historic
mines that have ceased to operate and those still producing. A
tabular format adopted for the database is designed to systematically display diverse basic information on a mine including its
location, undercut depth and geology, combined with measurements related to macro-and micro-surface displacements.
Although the study was primarily directed towards block and
panel caving operations, data from sub-level caving operations
were also collected.

2.1. General trends

Fig. 2. Deﬁnition of block caving deformation zones as deﬁned in [2].

extraction level to the edge of the zone of active caving (Fig. 2).
The caved zone is usually located directly above the undercut
footprint and thus is characterized as having the greatest surface
disturbance, usually manifested as a crater ﬁlled with broken,
irregular blocks. Van As et al. [2] also deﬁned two further
subsidence zones and corresponding angles: the fracture initiation angle and subsidence angle (Fig. 2). The fracture initiation
angle is the angle measured from horizontal of the line extending
from the edge of the extraction level to the edge of the zone of
fracture (or zone of active movement). This zone encompasses all
obvious surface deformations adjacent to the caved zone, typically characterized by large radial cracks and rotated and toppling
blocks. The angle of subsidence marks the outer most zone and
the limits of measurable surface deformations on surface. These
are generally described as elastic or continuous non-elastic
strains, with vertical displacements greater than 2 mm.
The empirical database presented here was developed to more
fully examine the relationships between these zones of surface
subsidence and depth of undercut, together with the key factors

Fig. 3 shows the breakdown of cave mines by continent,
mining method, and resource mined. The majority of operations
reported are North American (Fig. 3a), although these are mostly
historic involving the iron mines of Michigan where the method
was ﬁrst developed, the copper mines of Arizona, and asbestos
mines of Quebec. Currently developing or operating cave mines
are more globally distributed between South America, Asia,
Australia, Africa and North America. With respect to mining
method, 62% of the cases involve block caving, with 19% using
sub-level caving to adapt to steeply dipping orebodies of narrower width (Fig. 3b). Grouped with sub-level caving are mines
that combined sub-level caving with similar methods like top
slicing and shrinkage stoping. The reported use of two caving
methods in tandem – block caving plus sub-level caving for
example–were found where it was advantageous to optimize
the operations relative to variations in the shape of the orebody.
As for minerals produced by these mines (Fig. 3c), copper and
gold form the majority at 29% and 15%, respectively, followed by
asbestos (9%) and diamond (9%). The large number of copperbased caving operations reﬂects the favorability of block and
panel caving for mining low-grade copper porphyry ore deposits.
Based on these data, two interesting trends are evident. Fig. 4
shows the changing trend in block heights being caved. Before
1950, block caving was typically applied to block heights between
20 and 100 m, employing multiple lifts of increasing depth where
the height of the ore column was greater. However, this trend has
transitioned to larger block heights exceeding 100 m to reduce
development costs as conﬁdence has been gained in draw
sequencing practices that help minimize dilution by steering
and maintaining cave propagation within the ore column. In step
with increasing block heights being mined, undercut depths are
similarly increasing. Fig. 5 shows the range of undercut depths
prior to 1950 as being 100–300 m, gradually increasing to current
depths of 600 m or deeper. Similarly, the size of the undercut
(i.e., in plan view) has also increased as operations move towards
developing large panel caves instead of smaller blocks.
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Fig. 4. Breakdown of block heights being mined for the block caving cases in the
database, showing a trend towards the mining of larger blocks.
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Fig. 3. General breakdown of cave mining data in database by: (a) regional
distribution (b) mining method (BC¼ block cave, PC¼ panel cave, SC ¼sublevel
cave), and (c) resource mined. Reported are the relative percentages followed by
the total number of cases in parentheses. Symbols in each legend are ordered from
highest percentage to lowest.

2.2. Caving-induced subsidence data
The use of block caving was ﬁrst reported in 1895 in the
Michigan iron and copper mines where large blocks of ore were
undercut, allowing the ore to mine itself under gravity and crush
through comminution to a size suitable for handling [3]. Soon
after, the economic advantages gained by the method were being
tempered by reports of its impact on surface and the need to
better understand the factors controlling ground movements to
help safeguard against property damage and loss of life [4].
Several detailed studies were carried out with these and other

Fig. 5. Breakdown of undercut depths associated with the block caving cases in
the database, showing a trend towards the development of deeper undercuts.

historic mines, but given the total number of mines populating
the UBC database, those directly reporting subsidence measurements are actually few in number.
This is reﬂected in earlier databases on subsidence related to
mass mining (Table 1). Flores and Karzulovic [5] carried out the
ﬁrst benchmark study as part of the international caving study
stage II (ICS-II), citing 242 break angles measured at various
depths from 11 block, panel and sub-level caving operations.
Most of these involved operations that transitioned to underground from open pit mining. For scoping and prefeasibility use,
they suggest typical caving angles of 4451 and 4601 for MRMR
values o70 and 470, respectively. Van As et al. [2] systematically tabulated information for a number of mines including
rock type, ore body dip, depth, caving angle, and angle of
subsidence. Their treatment included 19 caving operations
together with data from several stoping and room and pillar
operations. A similar compilation was reported by Tetra Tech [6]
providing caving angle and angle of draw (deﬁned as 901 minus
caving angle). They note that only 20% of the mines they reviewed
experienced unexpected subsidence, with most anomalies arising
from geologic structure such as faults.
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Table 1
Comparison of previous databases reporting subsidence data for mass mining operations.
Mining method

Number of operations (total observations)

Block and panel caving
Sublevel caving/shrinkage stoping
Open stope caving
Caving (unspeciﬁed)
Other stoping (sub-level, cut & ﬁll)
Room and pillar
Unspeciﬁed
Total

Flores and Karzulovic [5]

van As et al. [2]

9 (229)
1 (4)




1 (9)
11 (242)

10 (15)
7 (12)
1 (4)
1 (2)
4 (4)
4 (5)
9 (16)
36 (58)

Tetra Tech [6]
9 (9)
10 (14)
2 (5)
3 (4)
4 (4)
4 (4)
2 (2)
34 (42)

UBC Database
28 (47)
16(49)





44 (96)

Table 2
Comparison of caving angles reported in previous databases for block, panel, and sub-level caving operations. Caving angles greater than 901 indicates an overhanging
condition where the extent of collapse on surface is smaller than the footprint of the undercut at depth.
Mining method

Block caving
Panel caving
Sub-level caving

Caving angle range
Flores and Karzulovic [5]

van As et al. [2]

UBC Database

Break angle

Caving angle

Fracture initiation angle

Caving angle

Fracture initiation angle

Subsidence angle

52–90
48–90
54–88

35–90

50–90

45–60

42

52–105
60–110
40–98

40–95
58–92
45–95

32–95
55
40–78

These existing databases were used as an initial starting point
with each cited source (i.e., data observation) being consulted to
independently review, conﬁrm and extract additional data regarding caving angle asymmetry. One of the limiting factors of the
previous databases is the consideration of only those sources that
report subsidence data directly. This was seen to involve only 5% of
the caving operations populating the UBC database. Closer inspection of the different published sources for each mine property
revealed that in many cases, detailed cross-sections were provided
that contained indirect information relating to the disturbance on
surface caused by caving. In many cases, a caving angle could be
measured from a scaled map or section and in some cases, a
fracture initiation angle. The use of indirect data increased the
number of mine properties accounted for to 44, with the number
for block and panel caves (28) tripling those reported in previous
databases. Furthermore, in several cases, multiple observations
were provided for the same mine property, either for multiple
blocks or different mine levels again almost doubling the number of
data points considered (see totals in parentheses in Table 1).
Table 2 summarizes and compares the range of caving angles
reported in the different studies as a function of mining method
(block, panel and sub-level caving). The vast range in angles cited
points to the signiﬁcant variability present in the data owing to
site speciﬁc differences between the individual cases making up
each dataset. The inﬂuence of topography, geology and undercut
depth are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3. Database analysis: caving and fracture initiation angles
From the database, a subset of 47 direct and indirect subsidence
observations were analyzed to determine the caving and fracture
initiation angles for each. These are reported in Appendix A.
References are provided for each data entry and a detailed background description for each is provided in Appendix B. Excluded
from the analysis were those operations involving caving into a deep
open pit. Where several angles are reported for different stages of
cave development, only the greatest values (worst case) are
reported. Emphasis was also placed on data provided in the form

of cross-sections or plan view maps showing the extent of caving,
surface cracks, or subsidence (see Appendix B for examples of data
sources used). It was found that in many cases what was reported as
a break angle or caving angle by the author(s) was actually the angle
of draw (901 minus caving angle) estimated underground, as
opposed to that considering the propagation of the cave to surface
and the corresponding angle of its surface expression. Based on the
deﬁnitions in Fig. 1, these were corrected where required.
Fig. 7 plots the caving and fracture initiation angles determined as a function of undercut depth for the entire dataset
including sub-level operations. Fig. 6 shows a rather wide range of
caving angles among the sub-level caving mines as the dip of the
orebody causes a large variation between the caving angle seen
on the opposing footwall and hangingwall sides. To discount the
inﬂuence of orebody dip speciﬁc to sub-level caving operations,
these were excluded from subsequent analyses. Figs. 8 and 9
show the relationships between caving and fracture initiation
angles versus undercut depths in block and panel caving operations, respectively. Caving angles are generally seen to vary
between 70 and 951, where angles greater than 901 indicate
overhanging angles (i.e., the extent of the zone in question fall
within the footprint of the undercut). Angles for fracture initiation
are broader and generally vary from 55 to 801.
In each case, the extent of each line segment depicts the
degree of asymmetry present when measuring the caving or
fracture initiation angles from opposing sides of the undercut.
Thus the range of angles reported in Table 2 not only reﬂect the
site speciﬁc differences between the different cases but also
incorporates the considerable degree of asymmetry present for
almost every single case (ranging from 101 to 301). Clearly a single
caving angle as would be produced from an empirical analysis
(e.g., see Fig. 1) would either over-or under-estimate the extent of
caving for some portion of the zone of caving at surface.
3.1. Inﬂuence of topography
Fig. 10 shows the relationship between caving angle and surface
topography. The surface topography considered is classiﬁed based on
visual observation into two groups: generally ﬂat (regular) topography
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Fig. 6. Undercut depth versus caving angle for block, panel, and sub-level caving operations. Each line segment represents the range in caving angles measured from
different sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry.

Fig. 7. Undercut depth versus fracture initiation angle for block, panel, and sub-level caving operations. Each line segment represents the range in fracture initiation angles
measured from different sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry.

and irregular topography where the mine is situated beneath a
mountain peak(s) or slope/ﬂank. Although the trend is varied, in
general, the inﬂuence of a more irregular topography is seen to result
in lower caving angles as well as a larger range in measured angles
(i.e., asymmetry). As previously noted, a larger range in angles signiﬁes
a greater degree of asymmetry in the subsidence proﬁle. This is
reﬂected in Google Earth satellite images collected for the different
mine sites in the database. Those for caving operations under
relatively ﬂat topography, for example Northparkes (Fig. 11a), tend
to show more symmetry in the shape of the caving zone on surface,
whereas those under mountainous topography, for example Henderson (Fig. 11b), tend to be more irregularly shaped.
The inﬂuence of topography can also be clearly demonstrated
using comparative numerical models. Typical surface proﬁles

relative to the location of the undercut beneath were derived
based on inspection of those in the caving database (Appendix B).
These were then examined using the 2-D ﬁnite-element code
Phase2 [7]. All input parameters were kept the same, including a
conceptualized geology involving a joint network of varied persistence and spacing, two bounding faults to either side of the
undercut, and several geological units assigned typical rock mass
properties. An orthogonal joint pattern was adopted so as not to
introduce asymmetry through dipping joints. The undercut depth
was kept approximately the same in each model (1500 m), as was
the block height caved (500 m). Simulation of caving was undertaken by incrementally changing the properties of the elements
above the undercut from those of rock to those for caved rock. A
horizontal to vertical stress ratio of 2 was assumed. Full details of
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Fig. 8. Undercut depth versus caving, fracture initiation and subsidence angles for block caving operations. Each line segment represents the range in angles measured
from different sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry.

Fig. 9. Undercut depth versus caving, fracture initiation and subsidence angles for panel caving operations. Each line segment represents the range in angles measured
from different from sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry.

the model setup are reported in Woo et al. [8], and are only
presented here in a summarized form for illustrative purposes.
The modeling results show that when assuming a ﬂat topography (Fig. 12a), both the caving and subsidence angles are similar on
both sides of the undercut (i.e., symmetry). A similar result is
obtained where the topography is irregular but approximately
symmetrical relative to the position of the undercut (Fig. 12b). This
case represents a caving operation directly beneath a mountain peak
with sloping ﬂanks at different angles. The presence of the slopes
above either side of the undercut results in a broader caving zone
compared to the ﬂat topography case. Fig. 12c–e represents scenarios where the undercut is located beneath different slope

conﬁgurations. The inﬂuence of a slope on the caving and subsidence angles to the left and right of the undercut is clearly visible
for these different cases, with the up-slope side experiencing
notably more subsidence. As the cave propagates towards surface,
it undermines the slope on the uphill side promoting gravity driven
down slope movements towards the cave. Thus, the empirical and
numerical analyses show that symmetric surface conditions generally lead to symmetric subsidence patterns; whereas, asymmetric
surface conditions in the form of a sloping surface above the
undercut results in cave–surface interactions that draw cave propagation in the uphill direction resulting in asymmetric subsidence. A
similar observation was made by Benko [9] who conducted a study
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Fig. 10. Undercut depth versus caving angle for global block and panel caving operations, color coded according to the general characteristics of the surface topography.
Each line segment represents the range in caving angles measured from different sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

tends to be symmetric while surface subsidence above mines where
a slope is present shows a pattern of greater subsidence developing
in the upper part of the slope.
As for the inﬂuence of faults, in cases where the surface
topography above the caving area is symmetric (Fig. 12a and b),
the area of subsidence exceeding 5 m (see contours color coded in
blue) does not extend beyond the fault interfaces. The faults
effectively constrain/limit the extent of subsidence. Where an
irregular topography is present (Fig. 12c–e), however, the area of
subsidence exceeding 5 m does extend beyond the boundary
faults. This indicates a greater inﬂuence of topography on surface
subsidence despite any limiting inﬂuence the faults may present.
A similar observation was made by Vyazmensky et al. [10] who
conducted an extensive investigation of the inﬂuence of faults on
block caving induced surface subsidence.
3.2. Inﬂuence of orebody characteristics

Fig. 11. Inﬂuence of topography observed visually in Google Earth satellite images:
(a) ﬂat topography (Northparkes mine, Australia), and (b) irregular topography (El
Teniente mine, Chile). Surface subsidence area is marked by dashed line.

investigating the inﬂuence of a slope on surface subsidence above a
longwall coal mine. According to Benko [9], surface subsidence
above longwall operations where the topography is relatively ﬂat

Details of the site geology for the different cases populating
the database were limited to that reported in the sources
consulted. For a number of these, there was no geology data
provided requiring alternative sources to be used to obtain basic
geological information for the given mine property. The lack of
detailed data prevented any extensive analysis into the inﬂuence
of geological factors on caving angle, and instead, correlations
were drawn using the only information that was consistently
provided—that of the ore resource being mined. Further development of the database to populate it with more detailed
geological data may make it possible to better clarify and separate
relationships between undercut depth, caving angles and geological inﬂuences. However, for the purpose of the analysis carried
out in this study, the ore body resource was used as a simple
proxy for mine geology.
Fig. 13 plots the relationship between undercut depth versus
caving angle for block and panel caving operations as a function of
the mineral resource being mined. In general, diamond, iron,
nickel and asbestos operations are seen to have steeper caving
angles signifying a smaller impact footprint on surface. This is due
in part to the typical shapes of these orebodies, which tend to be
narrow and vertical, combined with strength contrasts between
the weaker ore being caved and the stronger host rock. For
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Fig. 12. Finite-element modeling of inﬂuence of topography on caving-induced subsidence assuming typical surface proﬁles visually identiﬁed in the UBC database. The
same geological inputs used for the comparative models in Chapter 3 were applied. In order of increasing degree of asymmetry (cave–surface interactions) relative to the
position of the undercut below, these are: (a) ﬂat topography, (b) mountain peak, (c) rising slope ending in a mountain peak, (d) rising slope, and (e) slope with plateau.
Note that gray shaded area approximates zone of caving. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

example, diamonds are predominantly mined from vertical kimberlite pipes. These are typically intruded into a stronger host
rock, meaning that caving tends to follow the boundaries of the
vertical orebody resulting in steep and symmetric caving angles.
Symmetry in the caving angles is signiﬁed in Fig. 13 by the
narrower range of caving angles, with those for diamond kimberlite and upturned bedded iron deposits rarely varying by more
than 101. In contrast, copper operations generally involve porphyry deposits that are more irregular in shape and have less
contrast between the strength of the ore and host rock. As such,
the caving angles can vary from 901 on one side of the undercut to
651 on the other side. Only a small number of cases involving
sedimentary rocks (i.e., soft rock) populate the database, speciﬁcally #‘s 41–44 in Fig. 13, making comparison of caving angles in

hard versus soft rock tenuous. The soft rock cases are seen to
involve shallow undercut depths and generally have lower minimum caving angles (601) similar to those for the copper–
molybdenum porphyry deposits. In both cases, the weaker rock
types (with porphyry deposit rocks also being affected by hydrothermal alteration) results in both smaller caving angles and
higher asymmetry.
Using orebody type and mineral resource as a proxy for
geology, Fig. 13 shows that site geology has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence
in promoting asymmetry in caving-induced displacements. Similar to the inﬂuence of topography, the inﬂuence of geology is
observable in the Google Earth satellite images in the UBC
database (Fig. 14a and Figs. 15 and 14a) is the satellite image
for the Kimberley diamond mine (kimberlite pipe). The caving
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Fig. 13. Undercut depth versus caving angle for global block and panel caving operations, color coded according to the resource being mined. Each line segment represents
the range in caving angles measured from different sides of the undercut; the greater the range the higher the degree of asymmetry. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

zone shown in the Google Earth image is approximately symmetric in shape centered by a collapse structure, which agrees
with the symmetric geological distribution surrounding the
kimberlite pipe illustrated in the geology cross-section in
Fig. 14b [11]. This can be compared to Fig. 15a, which shows
the outline of caving for the San Manuel copper mine. In this case
the caving zone is highly irregular consistent with the asymmetric
geological character of the mine geology presented in Fig. 15b
[12]. These observations are consistent for similar cases in the
database.

4. Discussion: inﬂuence of undercut depth
A thorough examination of the block and panel caving subsidence data compiled shows that the distribution of data is
heavily weighted towards caving angles and macro deformations,
Very little data is reported on the extent and magnitudes of
smaller surface displacements (also known as micro deformation). This empirical bias towards macro-deformations is largely a
function of the state of practice and measurement resolution
available at the time of the investigation. The majority of the
detailed investigations reporting on caving-induced ground deformations are more than 50 years old, and as such, rely heavily on
visual mapping observations and low-resolution levelling surveys. Furthermore, the focus of the reported investigations was
primarily placed on the area immediately above the undercut,
thus characterizing the caving zone, and in some cases extending
the survey outwards towards the edges of mine property to
incorporate the fracture initiation zone.
To examine the potential impact of this sampling bias better,
speciﬁcally with respect to the inﬂuence of undercut depth on the
extent of surface subsidence, a series of conceptualized numerical
models were developed. To be able to fully compare both
discontinuous zones of macro-deformations (caving and fracture
initiation angles) and continuous zone small strain microdeformations (subsidence angles) a hybrid FEM-DEM approach
incorporating brittle fracture capabilities was adopted using the
commercial code ELFEN [13]. ELFEN allows for the representation

of the pre-caving geological domain as a continuum populated by
discrete fractures representing a brittle fracture network, that
then may undergo subsequent fracturing in response to the
stresses and strains induced through undercutting and cave
propagation. The technique has been shown by Vyazmensky
et al. [10] as being well-suited for capturing important blockcaving mechanisms, including preferential rock fragmentation
within the ore column and inﬂuence of geological structures on
cave development and surface subsidence. Full details of the
models shown here are provided in Woo et al. [8], but in
summary models used for illustration of the effects of undercut
depth, involve a joint network of varied persistence and spacing,
two bounding faults to either side of the undercut, and several
geological units assigned typical rock mass properties. The
assumed presence of two bounding faults facilitates a preliminary
examination of how faults inﬂuence small-strain subsidence in
2-D numerical analysis. In addition, Vyazmensky [14] previously
analyzed the inﬂuence of shallow dipping faults on caving and
fracture initiation angles, which were examined as a function of
the distance between the caving area and the faults. Accordingly
we chose to use steeply dipping faults and a vertical joint set to
control the effect of faults and joints highlighting the role of
undercut depth. As before, an orthogonal joint pattern was
adopted so not introduce asymmetry through the presence of
inclined dipping joints. A horizontal to vertical stress ratio
of 2 was assumed, and caving was simulated for a block height
of 200 m.
Fig. 16 shows the modeling results for different cases of
increasing undercut depth with undercutting and caving progressing from right to left. In each case, the zone of caving is largely
constrained by the presence of the bounding faults. For the 500 m
deep undercut, where the 200 m high ore column represents a
40% extraction ratio, the impact on surface involves a caving zone
extending from the edges of the undercut to the bounding faults
(i.e., between 75 and 901). For the 2000 m deep undercut, the
caving angles are actually overhanging ( 4901). This can be
explained by the lower extraction ratio (10% extraction) when
assuming the same height of the ore column being caved (200 m),
and therefore a less extensive cave development and daylighting
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Fig. 15. Asymmetric surface subsidence observed in association with a copper
porphyry ore deposit-San Manuel mine: (a) Google Earth satellite image, and
(b) geological cross-section [12].
Fig. 14. Symmetric surface subsidence observed in association with a vertical
kimberlite pipe–Kimberley diamond mine: (a) Google Earth satellite image, and
(b) geological cross-section [11].

at surface. This agrees with the observations in the UBC block
caving database (Fig. 13) where the caving angle is seen to
increase with undercut depth and the two cases involving the
deepest undercuts ( 41000 m) involve overhanging caving
angles.
Table 3 compares the caving angles measured from the ELFEN
results to those that would have been derived using Laubscher’s
empirical chart in Fig. 1. While the caving angles are relatively
similar, the empirical chart angles tend to be less sensitive to
undercut depth (for a constant height of caved material) producing smaller angles than the ELFEN results. The ELFEN results,
with respect to caving angle, are more directly inﬂuenced by the
decreasing extraction ratio for the cases involving the deeper
undercuts. Furthermore, the ELFEN results also show asymmetry
in the caving angles resulting from the combined inﬂuence of the
geological features represented in the model and the development of the cave from right to left in the modeled proﬁle (see
Fig. 16). Laubscher’s empirical chart assumes homogeneous,
isotropic conditions. Caution must therefore be exercised when
deriving caving angles from existing empirical design charts and
assuming these to be symmetric as this appears to be rarely
the case.
Another key outcome from these results is the inﬂuence of
undercut depth on the extent of smaller displacements. Here the
opposite trend as observed for caving angle is seen with

subsidence angles decreasing with increasing undercut depth.
For the 500 m deep undercut, the subsidence angle only partly
extends beyond the bounding faults and is not signiﬁcantly
different from the caving and fracture initiation angles. In contrast, the zone of subsidence for the 2000 m undercut extends
well beyond the bounding faults and is much farther reaching.
This has important practical implications. If the location of
critical infrastructure, or similarly a hazard assessment of the
extent of caving-induced ground deformations, is based on
empirical data then these will be biased towards observations
of large-scale ground disturbance and collapse and would suggest
that the impact of caving on surface is reduced for deeper
undercuts. However, smaller subsidence may be of equal concern
and its extent actually increases with undercut depth. These
results therefore caution against relying solely on existing empirical design charts and databases for estimating the extent of
caving-induced subsidence, especially where small strain subsidence is of concern, as the data being relied on does not correctly
extrapolate beyond the macro deformations (i.e., caving angles)
that make up the majority of the observations.

5. Conclusions
A detailed and comprehensive database of cave mining operations and caving-induced ground deformation observations has been
developed to guide empirical relationships between caving depth
and its impact on surface. The data shows that asymmetry in caving-
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Fig. 16. ELFEN modeling results showing caving-induced brittle fracture and corresponding subsidence as a function of undercut depth. The continuous black lines to the
left and right of the undercut are bounding faults.

Table 3
Comparison between caving angles measured from the ELFEN modeling results
and those derived from Laubscher’s empirical chart in Fig. 1.
Depth (m)

500
1000
1500
2000

ELFEN-caving angle (deg)
Left

Right

Laubscher’s caving
angle (deg)
Left/right

90
90
94
104

74
84
90
98

72
80
83
85
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Appendix A. Supplementary Information
induced subsidence is prevalent and largely controlled by topography and geology of the ore deposit and host rock. Where design
calculations are carried out using methods that assume, directly or
indirectly, symmetrical ground deformations relative to the projection of the undercut footprint at surface, caution must be taken to
not under-predict their magnitudes and extent.
The availability and quality of subsidence data was also seen to
be deﬁcient as little attention has been paid to the measurement
of subsidence angles compared to caving angles. The data on
caving angles suggests that as undercut depth increases, the
magnitude and extent of the caved zone on surface decreases.
However, numerical modeling results indicate that the opposite is
true with respect to smaller displacements and that subsidence
angles increase and are farther reaching with increasing undercut
depths. The results therefore caution against relying on existing
empirical design charts and databases for estimating the extent of
caving-induced subsidence where small strain subsidence is of
concern, as the data being relied upon does not properly extrapolate beyond the macro deformations (i.e., caving angles) that
make up the majority of the observations. Thus, with the new
generation of deep block/panel caving projects being planned, and
the higher geo-risk proﬁles being carried due to the capital
investments and development times required, the need is clear
for more detailed measurements to better understand cave–
surface interactions as a function of undercut depth and potential
asymmetry.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in
the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrmms.2013.01.015.
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Appendix A
Table 1: Subsidence data for block cave operations caving to surface exclusive of those caving into an open pit. Angles are reported as ranges where asymmetry
occurs between the hangingwall and footwall sides of the ore body. Angles greater than 90° refer to overhanging angles.

Orebody/Lift

Mining
Period
Reported

Undercut
Depth (m)

Caving Angle

Fracture
Initiation
Angle

Angle of
Subsidence

Data Confidence/Comments

Source

Alaska-Juneau
(Alaska, USA)

South

1923-1929

200

67-80

60-67

-

Good (cross-section with scale bar). Lower
fracture initiation angle in range
corresponds with dip of large fault.

[15]

Alaska-Juneau
(Alaska, USA)

North
South
Perseverance

1923-1944
1923-1944
1886-1921

450
255
440

88-93
52-82
77-88

52-62
-

-

Marginal (cross-section with scale bar). No
information is given on mining operations.

[16]

Mine
(location)

Andina Rio Blanco
(Chile)

Panel I
(Block 1)

1970-1980

135

85-89

-

-

Andina Rio Blanco
(Chile)

Panels I & II

1978-1995

390

61-76

-

-

Athens
(Michigan, USA)

Blocks 1 & 2

1919-1932

630

90-95

-

-

Athens
(Michigan, USA)

Blocks 1-4 and
1 & 2, Lift 2

1919-1951

670

84-94

80-90

-

Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths; assumed to
be drawn to scale). Early stage of cave
development and production depicted.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale). Lower angle in range corresponds
with uphill side of sloping surface.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths). Caving
and subsidence on surface partly concealed
by thick blanket of glacial till. Cave
propagation
and
boundaries
partly
controlled by vertical dykes.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Caving
and subsidence on surface partly concealed
by thick blanket of glacial till. Cave
propagation
and
boundaries
partly
controlled by vertical dykes.

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

Bagdad
(Arizona, USA)

West

1937-1947

265

84-90

72-86

Block 2

1948-1957

115

60-90

-

Phillipson Level

1940-1945

145

86-95

61-95

-

Corbin
(B.C, Canada)

No. 6 Mine West

1917-1934

80

60-83

-

-

Crestmore
(California, USA)

Stanley Bed –
Block 1A

1930-1954

60

70-90

55-88

-

IOZ

1994-2000

650

68-73

63-68

1947-1963

70

85-105

-

-

1952-1957

160

81-95

81-95

81-95

Catavi
(Bolivia)
Climax
(Colorado, USA)

Grasberg
(Indonesia)
Inspiration
(Arizona, USA)

Jenifer
(California, USA)

Transfer Block

Jenifer

Marginal (subsidence map with scale bar;
depths
determined
from
secondary
information and used to calculate angles).
Boundary level drifts used to control the
lateral extent of caving.
Marginal (cross-section with scale bar; full
limits of caving zone not shown but
reported in text). Undercut is located under
steep topography.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Lower
angles in ranges correspond with uphill side
of sloping surface and retrogressive
slumping towards cave.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale). Mining of thick interval of coal
using multiple lifts. Neighbouring section
mined by top slice method.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Vertical
cutoff stopes excavated on all four sides of
block to control caving angles. Caving on
footwall side of block extended beyond this
to align with a dipping fault (lower angle in
fracture initiation range).
Good (cross-section with scale bar).
Undercut is located under a steep slope;
lower caving angle in range corresponds to
the uphill side.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Caving
of small transfer block following transition
from block caving to open pit mining.
Good (subsidence map and cross-section
with scale bars). Periphery of caving zone
marked by single, continuous, steep-wall
face with little to no change in subsidence
outside this area.

[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26,27]

[28]

[29]

King
(Zimbabwe)

West Flank;
W11-14
Blocks

Lake Superior
(Michigan, USA)

Miami
(Arizona ,USA)

Miami
(Arizona ,USA)

Northparkes
(Australia)

? - 1988

275

80-84

72-78

-

Marquette range
(Case C; Types
D-F)

?

450

80

70

-

Low Grade
Orebody

1926-1929

195

71-84

50-73

-

Stope 11

1928-1929

195

83-92

76-87

-

Main/Low
Grade
Orebodies

1910-1939

195

62-84

40-70

-

720 -1000
Levels

1910-1958

300

60-69

47-56

-

E26 Lift 1

1993-2000

450

84-88

-

-

Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths; assumed to
be drawn to scale). Steeper angle in ranges
coincides with caving parallel to footwall of
dipping orebody; lower angles occur on
uphill side of caving zone.
Poor (schematic cross-section without scale
bar; assumed to be roughly drawn to scale).
No direct indication given of mining depth.
Bedrock is covered by a thick blanket of
glacial till that partly obscures the caving
and subsidence zones at surface.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Caving
limits controlled by vertical boundary drifts.
Caving on one side extends into the “Main
Orebody” previously mined by sublevel
caving. Lower angles are sub-parallel to
foliation of schist.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Caving
limits controlled by vertical boundary drifts.
Marginal (subsidence map with scale;
depths
determined
from
secondary
information and used to calculate angles).
Caving limits controlled by vertical
boundary drifts. Angles reported to have
flattened
considerably
since
1929
measurements.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). 1000
Level mined without vertical boundary cutoff drifts.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mining level; scale estimated from
other source; assumed to be roughly drawn
to scale). Collapse of crown pillar related to
change in geology resulted in near-vertical
cave angles. Lift also caved into the bottom
of small open pit.

[30,31]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[35]

Goathhill
Questa
(New
USA)

1983-2000

300

70-85

51-84

32-81

Mexico,

San Manuel
(Arizona, USA)

San Manuel
(Arizona, USA)

Shabani
(Zimbabwe)

D – Block 1

2000-2005

550

-

-

55-85

South Orebody,
Lift 1

1956-1960

420

64-95

53-95

-

South Orebody,
Lift 1

1956-1962

420

56-90

56-66

-

South Orebody,
Lift 2

1962-1970

605

63-80

63-80

-

North Orebody,
West

1959-1970

390

78-86

66-74

-

North Orebody,
East

1962-1970

390

75-87

66-72

-

52 & 58

1987-1999

630

75-83

-

-

Good (subsidence map with scale bar;
depths
determined
from
secondary
information and used to calculate angles).
Lower angle in ranges coincide with
deformations related to shallow rockslide
movements undercut by cave.
Marginal (subsidence map with scale bar;
depths
determined
from
secondary
information and used to calculate angles).
Subsidence not developed enough to allow
measurement of caving or fracture initiation
angles.
Good (cross-sections and subsidence map
with scale bars).
Good (subsidence map with scale bar).
Final reporting of subsidence for mining of
South orebody, Lift 1.
Good (cross-sections and subsidence map
with scale bars). Active subsidence
contained within established boundaries for
Lift 1, with only minor activity outside this
periphery.
Good (subsidence map with scale bar). West
and East blocks separated from one another
by a 200 m pillar.
Good (subsidence map with scale bar). West
and East blocks separated from one another
by a 200 m pillar.
Good (cross-section with scale bar).
Inclined undercut dipping at approximately
30° from horizontal.

[35]

[35, 36]

[37]

[38]

Table 2: Subsidence data for panel cave operations caving to surface exclusive of those caving into an open pit. Angles are reported as ranges where asymmetry
occurs between the hangingwall and footwall sides of the ore body. Angles greater than 90° refer to overhanging angles.

Mine
(location)

Orebody/Lift

Mining
Period
Reported

Undercut
Depth (m)

Caving Angle

Fracture
Initiation
Angle

Angle of
Subsidence

Climax
(Colorado, USA)

600 Level

1945-1980

325

72-74

-

Creighton
(Ontario, Canada)

23 Level

1951-1955

420

90

-

Creighton
(Ontario, Canada)

1900 Level

1951-1963

420

74-88

62-79

55

South 1
(Ten 1 Sur)

1940-1980

510

60-88

-

-

North 4
(Ten 4 Norte)

1960-1980

540

70-80

-

-

Regimiento 4

1982-1998

250

82-87

-

-

El Teniente
(Chile)

El Teniente
(Chile)

-

-

Data Confidence/Comments
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths; assumed to
be drawn to scale). Continuation following
transition from block to panel caving.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale). Blasting used to induce caving
beyond limits of previously mined stopes.
Good (subsidence map with measured
angles together with cross-section without
scale bar but with mine levels; depths
determined from other sources; assumed to
be drawn to scale).
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels; depths determined
from other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale). Undercut is positioned under a steep
slope; lower caving angles occur on the
uphill side.
Poor (empirical chart of caving angle versus
depth based on numerical modelling and
field observations; no depth is reported for
the undercut but can be estimated from
other sources).

Source

[39]

[40]

[41]

[42]
[42, 43]

[44]

El Teniente
(Chile)

Esmeralda

Grace
(Pennsylvania,
USA)

1997-2001

800

65-77

58-67

-

1958-2004

750

80-110

70-86

-

Henderson
(Colorado, USA)

8100 Level
Panel 1

1976-1983

1050

90-98

86-92

-

Henderson
(Colorado, USA)

7700 level

1976-2000

1150

90-100

-

-

Salvador
(Chile)

Inca West

1994-2000

700

70-76

-

-

Urad
(Colorado, USA)

1100 Level

1967-1969

150

90

82

-

Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths, together
with empirical chart of caving angle versus
depth). Undercut is positioned under a steep
slope; lower angles in range correspond to
the uphill side of cave.
Marginal (subsidence map showing limits
of surface cracking; angles estimated based
on average depth of undercut). Inclined
panel cave (20-30°). Cave breakthrough
only occurred above half of the undercut,
facilitated by a steeply dipping fault.
Good (cross-section with scale bar together
with subsidence map). Vertically spaced
boundary cutoff drifts together with steeply
dipping faults contribute to vertical nature
of cave.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale)
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths; assumed to
be drawn to scale). Caving zone depicted
prior to and after air blast collapse of cave
back.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale). Undercut beneath steep hill. Caving
limits controlled by vertical boundary cutoff stopes (shrinkage stopes). Considerable
blasting required to aid caving.

[45]

[46]

[47,48]

[49]

[50]

[51]

Table 3: Subsidence data for sublevel caving/shrinkage stoping/top slicing operations caving to surface exclusive of those caving into an open pit. Angles are
reported as ranges where asymmetry occurs between the hangingwall and footwall sides of the ore body. Angles greater than 90° refer to overhanging angles.
Mine
(location)

Orebody/Lift

Period
Reported

Undercut
Depth (m)

Caving Angle

Fracture
Initiation
Angle

Angle of
Subsidence

Cambria Jackson
(Michigan, USA)

260 Sublevel

1942-1945

350

86-94

71-72

-

Contact Block

1937-1949

350

79-90

69-74

65

122-East Block

1941-1949

210

82-90

67-74

-

600 & 650 Lift
725 Lift
850 Lift
950 Lift

1925-1927
1927-1928
1928-1930
1930-1931

155
180
215
240

68-98
64-88
57-75
56-75

58-95
56-72
54-72
52-72

-

1100 Lift

1931-1933

290

54-70

45-67

-

Queen Hill
Block

1913-1933

100

78

78

78

No. 6 Mine East

1917-1934

80

40-52

-

-

99 Level

1971-1976

60

50-75

50-75

-

Copper Mountain
(B.C., Canada)
Copper Queen –
East Orebody
(Arizona, USA)

Copper Queen –
Queen Hill
(Arizona, USA

Corbin
(B.C, Canada)

Gath’s

Data Confidence/Comments
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Cave
propagation through competent diorite sill
capping weak hematite iron formation.
Good (cross-section with scale bar).
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Lower
angle in range aligns with dipping fault.
Good (multiple cross-sections without scale
bars but with mine levels and depths;
assumed to be drawn to scale). Lower
angles correspond with weak hangingwall
rock, relative to higher angles in stronger
footwall rock.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with mine levels and depths; assumed to
be drawn to scale). Caved block is bound on
all sides by faults, along which the block
drops and across which subsidence is
limited.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar;
scale estimated from other data provided;
assumed to be roughly drawn to scale).
Undercut inclined at 38°, extending from
surface to same level at depth of
neighbouring section mined by block
caving.
Good (cross-section with caving angles

Source

[20]
[52]

[53]

[9]

[24]

[54]

(Rhodesia/
Zimbabwe)

158 Level

120

50-65

50-65

-

183 Level

145

50-56

50-56

-

Grangesberg
(Sweden)

140 Level
180 Level
190 Level
210 Level
240 Level
300 Level

140
180
190
210
240
300

62-80
62-88
62-80
62-80
62-64
60-62

-

-

Grangesberg
(Sweden)

?-1921
1921-1933
1933-1936
1936-1939
1939-1943
1943-1961

410 Level

1960-1974

410

64-83

-

-

Level 1

1952-1972

135

52-82

52-78

-

Level 2

1963-1972

180

52-90

52-64

-

Level 3

1966-1972

225

52-90

52-60

-

Kiirunavaara/
Kiruna
(Sweden)

700 Level

1965-1995

465

60-94

53-74

40-60

Kiirunavaara/
Kiruna
(Sweden)

785 Level

1965-2000

500

50-82

50-60

40-50

Kiirunavaara/
Kiruna
(Sweden)

400 Level
415 Level
425 Level
465 Level
530 Level
570 Level
750 Level
865 Level

1965-1971
1971-1974
1974-1977
1977-1981
1981-1985
1985-1989
1989-1995
1995-2005

165
180
190
230
285
325
505
615

-

60-74
60-66
60-61
60-63
60-63
60-61
60-66
60-73

-

Havelock
(Swaziland)

reported). Lower angles correspond with
dip of orebody; steeper angles correspond to
caving in dipping hangingwall.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with caving angles and sublevel depths).
Caving angle on footwall side coincides
with dip of inclined orebody at 62°.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with sublevel depths; assumed to be
roughly drawn to scale). Caving angle on
footwall side coincides with dip of inclined
orebody at 64°.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Lower
angles in range controlled by dip of bedding
in footwall. Deformation in hangingwall
develops through flexural toppling and
shearing along bedding.
Marginal (subsidence map but without
indication of the sublevel depth; sublevel
depth estimated from other sources). Caving
angle on footwall side coincides with dip of
orebody. Higher caving angle points to
overhanging nature of dipping hangingwall.
Marginal
(subsidence
map;
angles
calculated based on projection of lowest
sublevel undercut and depth at time of data
reporting). Angles on the footwall side are
shown to coincide with one another at 50°.
Good (cross-section without scale bar but
with sublevel depths; assumed to be drawn
to scale). Only fracture initiation angle on
hangingwall side provided; no indication of
caving angles for the same periods. Fracture
initiation angle on footwall side reported as
coinciding with dip of orebody (60°).

[55]

[56]

[57]

[58, 59]

[59]

60]

Lake Superior
(Michigan, USA)

Gogebic range
(Case B; Type
C)

?

300

86-105

-

-

Malmberget
(Sweden)

Pillar Recovery
300 Level

1970-1974

300

78-92

-

-

Miami
(Arizona ,USA)

Main Orebody

1910-1925

180

60-84

60-68

-

Mt. Lyell
(Tasmania)

Cape Horn
(#5 Stope)

1972-1980

160

70-86

70-72

-

Perseverance
(Australia)

9920 Level

1989-1997

640

66-79

-

-

Perseverance
(Australia)

10130 Level
10100 Level
10030 Level
9920 Level
9870 Level
9860 Level
9850 Level
9815 Level
9760 Level

1989-1995
1995-1996
1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003

390
420
490
600
650
660
670
705
760

84-90
66-90
66-87
73-81
74-80
70-80
70-83
73-85
72-84

63-90
63-81
63-80
62-80
62-83
65-85
66-83

-

South 465 Level

?

185

70-90

55-70

-

Contatto Ovest

1985-1990

100

75-92

-

-

Rajpura Dariba
(India)
San Giovanni
(Italy)

Poor (cross-section without scale bar or
mining depth, but with caving angles;
assumed to be drawn to scale). Caving
occurs primarily along steeply dipping
footwall slates.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Lower
angle coincides with footwall, whereas
higher angle points to overhanging
hangingwall.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Mostly
mined by top slicing and sublevel caving.
Caving limits controlled by vertical
boundary drifts. Lower angles are subparallel to foliation of schist.
Marginal (cross-section without scale bar
but with sublevel depths; assumed to be
drawn to scale). Lower angles coincide with
dip of footwall (70°).
Good (cross-section with scale bar).
Sublevel caving beneath large open pit.
Lower caving angle extends beyond pit
limits on hangingwall side of orebody.
Marginal (subsidence map without scale
bar; depths determined from secondary
information and used to calculate angles;
assumed to be drawn to scale). Sublevel
caving beneath large open pit. Lower caving
and fracture initiation angles extend beyond
pit limits on hangingwall side of orebody.
Poor (no data provided; angles cited in
text). 70° angle coincides with dip of
footwall.
Marginal (subsidence map and cross-section
without scale bar but with mining levels and
depths; assumed to be drawn to scale).

[32]

[61]

[33]

[62]

[63]

[64]

[65]
[66]

Table 4: Subsidence data for block cave operations caving to surface into an open pit.
Mine
(location)

Orebody/Lift

Mining
Period
Reported

Undercut
Depth (m)

Caving Angle

Fracture
Initiation
Angle

Angle of
Subsidence

Finsch
(South Africa)

Block 4

2004-2006

700

74-82

-

-

Jagersfontein
(South Africa)

1870 level

1947-1962

550

75-82

-

-

49 Level

1987-2001

480

90

-

-

Lift 1

2001-2007

1200

84-86

60-84

-

Koffiefontein
(South Africa)

Palabora
(South Africa)

Data Confidence/Comments
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Block
caving into existing workings mined by
open stoping, and earlier by large open pit.
Caving angles coincide with walls of
already existing crater.
Good (cross-section with scale bar). Block
caving into existing underground workings
and open pit. Caving angles incorporate
open pit and sloughing of wall rock.
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mine levels; depths determined from
other sources; assumed to be drawn to
scale).
Poor (cross-section without scale bar but
with mining level; depths determined from
other sources). Lower fracture initiation
angle coincides with back scarp of large
rockslide that developed in deep open pit.

Source

[67]

[68]

[61]

[69]

APPENDIX B
Alaska-Juneau (Alaska, USA) – 1929
Source: Bradley (1929)
Caving Period Reported: 1916-1929
Summary: Block cave mining methods applied to the Alaska-Juneau gold mine are reported.
In describing the system of caving, a schematic cross-section is included that depicts the
caving zone and surface fractures that develop over a single block undercut from the 4 Level
at 200 m depth. It is assumed that the section is based on visual indicators; no indication is
given that subsidence measurements were made. The sections are to scale and show the
depth of the undercut workings and original surface. Blasting was used to aid the caving
process, and the presence of a dipping fault plays a controlling role in the extent of caving
and subsidence on the footwall side of the orebody.

Alaska-Juneau (Alaska, USA) – 1944
Source: Petrillo & Hilbelink (1999)
Caving Period Reported: 1923-1944
Summary: The history of the Alaska-Juneau gold mine is reported, encompassing the North,
South and Perseverance orebodies, which were mined using a combination of block caving
and shrinkage stoping. Minimal data is provided regarding the mining operations and no
specific data regarding subsidence measurements are reported. However, a scaled crosssection is provided, which shows the caving zone and undercuts from which the caving
angles can be estimated.

Andina-Rio Blanco (Chile) – Panel I
Source: Torres et al. (1981)
Caving Period Reported: 1970-1980
Summary: The block caving operations for Panel I at Andina’s Rio Blanco mine are
described. This includes a cross-section showing the surface profile, undercut level, mining
of the first block in Panel I, and the corresponding caved area at surface. No direct data in
the form of subsidence measurements is given, but it is assumed that the altered surface
profile is based on visual observations. It is also assumed the cross-section is to scale; no
scale bar is provided, but the different mine levels are shown with their respective elevations
from which the depth of mining can be approximated. The undercut is located under the
steep slope of a mountain. However, the early stage of cave development and production
depicted is not yet shown to be influenced by topography.

Andina-Rio Blanco (Chile) – Panel I & II
Source: Flores & Karzulovic (2002)
Caving Period Reported:
Summary: Data is reported from the ICS II benchmarking study for the Andina mine (formerly
the Rio Blanco mine). Focus is placed on the planned third lift (Panel III), which will be mined
by panel caving. However, a schematic cross-section is provided showing the state of caving
above Panels I and II, mined by block caving. It is assumed the cross-section is to scale; no
scale bar is provided, but the undercut levels are indicated from which the depth can be
approximated based on the reported elevations of the Panel II and III undercuts. The caving
zone is located under the steep slope of a mountain, for which the lower angle of caving
corresponds with the uphill side of sloping surface. The report also provides a range of break
angles, defined as the mean inclination of the caving crater walls at various depths for
different ranges of MRMR values. However, because the angles do not appear to be
measured with respect to the undercut level, they are not reported in the above Tables. The
ranges cited are 52-90° for MRMR 41 to 50, 58-90° for MRMR 51 to 60, and 70-90° for
MRMR 61 to 70.

Athens (Michigan, USA) – 1932
Source: Allen (1934)
Caving Period Reported: 1918-1932
Summary: Data is reported for the Athens mine in the Marquette iron range. This is one of
the unnamed regions reported by Crane [12]; see Lake Superior District below. The caving
period reported is from the start of mining to the completion of Blocks 1 and 2 at 630 m
depth. Mining was carried out using a combined block caving and top slicing approach
progressing upward in successive blocks to the east. A scaled cross-section is provided
based on surface observations of caving features, which shows the extent of caving on
surface, depth of mining and caving angles. The cross-section also shows that a thick
blanket of glacial till covers the bedrock, partly obscuring the subsidence zones at surface.
Upward propagation of the cave is shown to be bounded and controlled in part by two
vertical diorite dykes.

Athens (Michigan, USA) – 1950
Source: Boyum (1961)
Caving Period Reported: 1918-1950
Summary: This report updates the subsidence observations of Allen [1], providing data on
the extension of the subsidence zone for the mining carried out up to the suspension of the
operations in 1951. Repeated are the data for the mining of Blocks 1 and 2, supplemented
with data for the mining of the neighbouring blocks (3 and 4) and extension of Blocks 1 and 2
to 670 m depth (from 630 m). As before, mining was carried out using a combined block
caving and top slicing approach. A scaled cross-section is provided showing the extent of
caving at surface relative to the underground workings. Also included are surface fractures
observed despite the thick blanket of glacial till that covers the bedrock. The section is based
on surveys of subsidence pins laid out on a grid over the area. Present are vertical diorite
dykes that partly bound and control the upward propagation of the cave.

Bagdad (Arizona, USA)
Source: Hardwick(1959)
Caving Period Reported: 1937-1944
Summary: Mining methods applied at the Bagdad mine are reported, including the block
caving of the West orebody. A scaled surface subsidence map is provided showing the
boundary of the subsidence area, several collapse features, and the outline of the undercut
(note that only the northwest half of the undercut was caved). Based on the reported depth
of the undercut (2990 Level, 265 m below surface), it is possible to estimate the caving and
fracture initiation angles. No indication is given as to how the subsidence area was
measured, although it is assumed that it is not at a resolution that depicts the limits of
continuous subsidence but more likely fracture initiation. The source notes that the
subsidence area coincides with an area where the top of the ore block is close to surface.
Subsequent to this, block caving for the remaining West orebody was gradually phased out.
Boundary level drifts were used to control the lateral extent of caving.

Cambria Jackson (Michigan, USA)
Source: Boyum (1961), Crane (1929)
Caving Period Reported: 1941-1945
Summary: Data is reported for a sublevel caving operation in hematite iron ore in the
Marquette Iron Range of the Negaunee district. This is one of the unnamed regions reported
by Crane [12]; see Lake Superior District below. The lowermost level at the time of reporting
was at 350 m depth (260 level), with 50 m of mined ore above. The mining method was
initially top slicing and then chanced to sublevel caving. A scaled cross-section is provided
showing the original topography and the zones of caving and fracture initiation. No direct
indication is given as to how the subsidence was measured, but it can assumed that surface
surveys were carried out. Cave propagation occurs primarily through a thick, weak hematite
iron formation but also through a competent diorite sill near surface.

Catavi (Bolivia)
Source: Weisz (1958)
Caving Period Reported: 1948-1957
Summary: The block caving operations for the Catavi tin mine are described. This includes a
cross-section showing the original surface profile, undercut levels, and mining of Block 2 with
the corresponding caved area at surface. No direct data in the form of subsidence
measurements is given, but the cross section is drawn to scale. Caving is depicted as
extending from the 160 level (115 m depth). The extended limits of the subsidence boundary
are not included, but the source text reports that surface subsidence of approximately 60°
occurred above the undercut level in the first year of block caving.

Climax – 1945 (Colorado, USA)
Source: Vanderwilt (1949)
Caving Period Reported: 1940-1945
Summary: Ground movements are reported for the Climax molybdenum mine for block
caving above the Phillipson Level. The average undercut depth for this level is 145 m, with
caving extending to surface. A representative cross-section is provided that reports initial
(1943) and updated caving angles (1945). The cross-section is based on surface
observations and mapping and shows the original topography together with a clear zone of
caving/collapse from which an angle of fracture initiation can be inferred. Notably, the angle
of fracture initiation appears to be affected by the sloping surface topography with
subsidence extending up slope through retrogressive slumping of the upper rock scarp.

Climax – 1980 (Colorado, USA)
Source: Vera (1981)
Caving Period Reported: 1945-1980
Summary: Caving operations at Climax are described, reporting the changeover to
continuous retreat panel caving from block caving of the Phillipson level [56] as the mine
moves to deeper levels. No direct data is provided in the form of subsidence measurements,
but a schematic cross-section is included which shows the increase in the caving zone with
the progression of mining across three levels. No scale bar is provided, but the elevations of
the levels are provided from which the scale can be inferred. The panel caves are located
under a sloping surface resulting in variable depths to the lowermost undercut (600 Level).
With 90 m spacings between levels, the 600 Level is 180 m below the Phillipson and has an
average depth of 325 m. The caving angle information provided in the cross section is
significantly less detailed than the earlier data provided by the Vanderwilt [56], as the paper
is more focussed on the general operations.

Copper Mountain (B.C., Canada)
Source: Nelson & Fahrni (1950)
Caving Period Reported: 1937-1949
Summary: Subsidence data is reported for a combination of shrinkage stoping and sublevel
caving of two copper porphyry ore bodies, named Contact Block and 122-East Block. In both
cases, the caved ground extends to surface. The maximum undercut depths are 350 m
(Contact Block) and 210 m (122-East Block) with sub-levels above. Scaled cross-sections
are provided for both blocks showing the original topography, extent of subsidence, surface
scarps and zone of caving/collapse. From these, the angle of subsidence is reported and
angles of fracture initiation and caving can be inferred. For the 122-East Block, the angle of
subsidence measured from the cross-section varies with the lower angle reported being
parallel to a dipping fault. The subsidence features reported in these cross-sections were
based on surface surveys, mapping and aerial photographs. These were subsequently used
to calculate ratios of total subsidence to ore extraction for the two blocks.

Copper Queen Branch – East Orebody (Arizona, USA)
Source: Kantner (1934)
Caving Period Reported: 1925-1933
Summary: Data is reported for block caving of several lifts of a copper porphyry deposit
(East Orebody), which due to their short heights (9-36 m) and inclined nature, is more
representative of a sublevel caving operation (and is classified as such in the above Tables).
The initial and final undercut levels in the source paper are 140 and 285 m below the surface,
respectively. Caving at surface appears in the form of measured subsidence (elevation
surveys), tension cracks and several small glory holes, the latter likely reflecting the sublevel
nature of the caving. A scaled cross-section is provided reporting the angle of break and
angle of subsidence for each lift. However, the terms used by the author differ from the
terminology used here by Van As et al. (2003). In the Discussion that follows the paper,
reference is made to subsidence being the steeper angle of “marked” subsidence, with the
break angle being the limit of visible cracking in the same section. These are interpreted
here as referring to the caving and fracture initiation angles, respectively. Rock mass
conditions influence the resulting angles, with lower angles developing in the weaker
hangingwall relative to those that develop in the stronger footwall. The presence of a major
fault to the north and northwest may also play a controlling role as no cracking beyond this
fault was observed for a period of time.

Copper Queen Branch – Queen Hill Block (Arizona, USA)
Source: Trischka (1934)
Caving Period Reported: 1913-1933
Summary: Data is provided for the Queen Hill Block of the Copper Queen mining area, near
but separate from the East Orebody block described above. The top slicing mining method
was utilized with two main levels being caved (200 and 300 Levels) along a sub-horizontal,
tabular orebody. The mining levels cross under a steep hill with depths ranging from 30 to
210 m. A cross-section is provided showing the pre-mining and “present” topography (note
that no indication is given as to when mining was completed; top slicing was initiated in 1913
replacing a square set method). Reported is the fracture initiation angle, although this also
corresponds to the caving angle and subsidence angle as the caved block is described as
being bounded on all four sides by faults, along which the block drops and across which the
subsidence disturbance is limited.

Corbin
Source: Warburton (1936)
Caving Period Reported: 1917-1934
Summary: Data is provided for the mining of a thick coal seam (No. 6 mine) split into two
sections, West and East, separated by a rock instruction (i.e. wedge of waste rock). The
West block was mined by block caving using a number of lifts at 20 m intervals, the lowest of
which being at 80 m at the time of reporting. The neighbouring East block was mined by top
slicing, the undercut for which is inclined, dipping at 38° and extending from surface to 2
Level at 95 m depth. A schematic cross-section is provided from which the caving angles
and undercut depths can be estimated. No scale is provided, but associated information is
provided that allows the scale to be approximated. The lower caving angle for the East block
aligns with the dip of the undercut.

Creighton (Ontario, Canada) – 1955
Source: Brock et al. (1956)
Caving Period Reported: 1951-1955
Summary: Data is reported for panel caving at the Creighton mine, subsequent to earlier
mining by shrinkage stoping. Blasting was used to induce caving beyond limits of previously
mined stopes. A schematic cross-section is provided that shows the caved stopes mined by
shrinkage stoping beneath a 60 m deep open pit, and the neighbouring cave mined by panel
caving along the strike of the orebody. From this cross-section, a caving angle can be
estimated at the time of break through at surface, but little additional information is provided.
Draw in the panel cave is limited by a cut-off grade given the dilution arising from the cap
rock above hangingwall.

Creighton (Ontario, Canada) – 1963
Source: Dickhout (1963)
Caving Period Reported: 1951-1963
Summary: Mining operations and ground control issues for the Creighton mine are reported.
The increased time interval from that reported by Brock et al. [6] represents a more fully
developed cave, which although not specified, appears to include the pillar between the
earlier shrinkage stoping operation and subsequent panel caving. No direct subsidence
measurements are reported, however a general cross-section is provided that shows the
development of caving relative to the different levels, from which the depth of mining can be
estimated (420 m). Furthermore, in the Discussion that follows the paper, it is explained that
the outline of the surface cave closely follows the outline of the completed undercut, with the
exception of the hangingwall where the cave extends beyond the footprint of the undercut. A
plan view map showing the outline of the limit of fracturing is provided and the angles of
caving and fracture initiation relative to the undercut are specified. Strain gauge
measurements are also reported with respect to specifying the angle of subsidence.

Crestmore (California, USA)
Source: Long and Obert (1958)
Caving Period Reported: 1930-1954
Summary: Mining operations are reported for the block caving of a dipping limestone bed.
No direct data is provided in the form of subsidence measurements, but a schematic crosssection is included illustrating the mining of Block 1A. Included are the caved ground at
surface and a rough outline of the fracture initiation from which an estimate of its angle is
possible. The depth of the undercut is 60 meters. Vertical cutoff stopes were excavated on
all four sides of the block to limit the caving angle. However, the fracture initiation angle on
the footwall side of block extended beyond the cutoff stope to align with a shallower dipping
fault.

El Teniente (Chile) – South 1 & North 4
Source: Ovalle (1981), Kvapil et al. (1989)
Caving Period Reported: 1940-1980
Summary: Mining operations at the El Teniente mine are reported for the panel caving of the
South and North blocks from the Teniente 1 and 4 levels, respectively. No direct data is
provided with respect to subsidence measurements, however two schematic cross-sections
are included illustrating the mining of the North and South blocks. Shown are those caves
already exhausted and those currently in production, together with the original and caved
surface profiles. A similar cross-section for the North block is produced by Kvapil et al. [32]
but is less detailed. No scale bar is provided, but the different mine levels are shown from
which the undercut depths can be estimated. Because the mine is positioned below a steep
slope, with the South block being downslope of the North block, the depths to the respective
undercut levels, Teniente 1 and 4, are approximately the same (510 and 540 m, respectively).
The lower caving angles occur on the uphill side.

El Teniente (Chile) – Regimiento 4
Source: Brown (2003)
Caving Period Reported: 1982-1998
Summary: A review of break angles is reported for the caved zone above El Teniente’s 4
Level, Regimiento Sector. Curves are provided for estimating break angles measured as a
function of depth along the crater walls. These show that angles near the undercut are subvertical, gradually flattening towards surface. Minimal details are given with respect to the
data the curves are based on. Similar curves for other sectors at El Teniente are reported to
be based on observations of fracturing in galleries at different levels [44]. In this case,
reference is made to the use of numerical models calibrated against observations. No depth
is given, but based on other sources can be estimated to be approximately 250 m deep
(averaging for steep topography). From this, the caving angle at surface can be estimated
from the respective curves.

El Teniente (Chile) – Esmeralda
Source: Rojas et al. (2001)
Caving Period Reported: 1997-2001
Summary: Panel caving operations for the Esmeralda sector are reviewed. Included is a
design chart of break angles as a function of height above the undercut, based on numerical
models calibrated against crater geometry data and observations of fracturing in galleries at
different elevations. Separate curves are provided for the uphill and downhill sides of the
cave. A cross-section is also provided that depicts the caving angle and angle of fracture
initiation referred to as the “influence level”. The undercut is located under steep slope at an
average depth of approximately 800 m.

Finsch (South Africa)
Source: Preece & Liebenberg (2007)
Caving Period Reported: 2004-2006
Summary: Cave management operations are reported for the block caving of Block 4 at the
Finsch diamond mine. Caving of the kimberlite pipe above the undercut at 700 m depth
occurs over a block height of 150 m that then opens up into the bottom of a 550 m deep
open pit that had been subsequently deepened by the mining of previous blocks using open
stoping techniques. A cross-section is provided, which shows the limits of the caving zone,
which coincides with the angles of the already existing crater.

Gath’s (Zimbabwe)
Source: Brown and Ferguson (1979)
Caving Period Reported: 1971-1976
Summary: Data is provided for a sub-level shrinkage stoping operation for three different
sublevels (99, 158 and 183 Levels; block caving is planned for subsequent deeper levels).
Caving occurs in the hangingwall and extends to surface above the 40-50° dipping orebody.
The depth of each level is variable as the topography above is steep across what appears to
be a 100 m deep open pit slope. A cross-section is provided, which shows the different
angles of break and surface tension cracks for each sub-level. Caving angles on the footwall
side of the orebody coincide with the dip of the orebody and footwall parallel jointing.

Grace (Pennsylvania, USA)
Source: Sainsbury (2010)
Caving Period Reported: 1958-1977
Summary: Subsidence observed after the closure of the Grace iron mine is reported
following panel caving of the deposit from 1958 to 1977. Reported are surface observations
together with survey data based on levelling measurements of subsidence pins. A
subsidence map is provided showing the limits of surface cracking and the outlines of a lake
that formed in the caving zone and the relative position of the undercut. Based on the
approximate depth of the undercut, caving and fracture initiation angles can be estimated. It
should be noted that cave breakthrough only occurred above one half of the undercut,
facilitated by a steeply dipping fault.

Grangesberg (Sweden) - 1961
Source: Hoek (1974)
Caving Period Reported: 1921-1961
Summary: Hangingwall failures induced by sub-level caving are reported for six different
sublevels (from 140 to 300 m depth) during the mining of an iron ore deposit. The orebody is
approximately 54 m thick dipping at 64°. Data is provided in the form of a simplified crosssection showing the caving angle for each sublevel. Few additional details are provided, with
references pointing to a Swedish report as the original source. It was observed that the
deeper the caving, the lower the caving angle on the hangingwall side. The angle of caving
on the footwall side is shown to be constant (with depth), coincident with the contact
between the orebody and host rock.

Grangesberg (Sweden) - 1974
Source: Sisselman (1974)
Caving Period Reported: 1960-1975
Summary: Mining operations at the Grangesberg iron ore mine are described, reporting the
use of both sublevel and block caving methods depending on the ore thickness.
Approximately 70% of the mining is by block caving. A cross-section is provided showing the
extent of the caving zone relative to the undercut level at 410 m depth. The orebody is
approximately 54 m thick dipping at 64°. No details are provided with respect to the
measurement of surface subsidence. The angle of caving on the footwall side is shown to be
coincident with the contact between the orebody and host rock.

Grasberg (Indonesia) – IOZ
Source: Hubert et al. (2000), Barber et al. (2001)
Caving Period Reported: 1980-2000
Summary: Block caving of P.T. Freeport’s Ertsberg East Skarn System is reported, including
the operations for the Gunung Bijih Timur (GBT), Intermediate Ore Zone (IOZ) and Deep Ore
Zone (DOZ) caving sectors. Focus is given to the IOZ. No direct data is provided in the form
of subsidence measurements in either source, but scaled cross-sections are included
showing the development of caving above the IOZ. Included are the boundaries of the
caving zone relative to the undercut level at 650 m depth. The cross-section in Hubert et al.
[27] also includes the limits of fracture initiation referred to as the “subsidence zone”. The
IOZ undercut is located under a steep slope, for which the lower caving angle corresponds
with the uphill side.

Havelock (Swaziland)
Source: Heslop (1974)
Caving Period Reported: 1952-1966
Summary: Data is reported for three levels of a shrinkage stoping and sublevel caving
asbestos operation. The lowermost undercut is at approximately 225 m depth (no direct
information for depth is given; estimates can be made based on a scaled cross-section). A
cross-section is provided, which shows the different angles of caving and extent of flexural
toppling and surface fracturing above the hangingwall for different periods of time
corresponding to the development of the different levels. Caving angles on the hangingwall
side are seen to remain constant, while the zone of fracture initiation increases. Caving
angles on the footwall footwall side are likewise shown as being constant and aligned
parallel to the dip of the foliation and bedding.

Henderson (Colorado, USA) – 8100
Source: Brumleve & Maier (1981), Stewart (1984)
Caving Period Reported: 1976-1983
Summary: Subsidence at Henderson is reported by Stewart [48] for panel caving of the 8100
Level along Panel 1. The cave zone is reported to have appeared on surface four years after
caving was initiated, with cave growth and subsidence being measured using aerial
photography, surface surveys and TDR. Data is provided in the form of a block diagram and
subsidence maps showing the outline of the caving zone on surface relative to the undercut
at 1050 m depth. A cross-section showing the caving angles extended from the undercut is
provided by Brumleve & Maier [10] in their description of the rock mass response to panel
caving. These were used to estimate the angles of caving. Vertically spaced boundary cutoff
drifts together with steeply dipping faults contributed to the vertical nature of the cave that
developed. The caving zone was observed to not change in its direction despite the advance
of the caveline, likely due to the controlling influence of topography and faulting.

Henderson (Colorado, USA) – 7700 Level
Source: Rech et al. (2000)
Caving Period Reported: 1976-2000
Summary: An update on the panel caving operations at Henerson is reported, describing the
mining of the 7700 Level following the depletion of the 8100 Level. The 7700 Level is 100 m
below the 8100 Level at approximately 1150 m depth. No direct data is provided in the form
of subsidence measurements, but a schematic cross-section is included showing the
boundaries of the caving zone above the 7700 Level undercut. No scale bar is provided, but
the different levels are shown from which the scale can be calculated. It is assumed the
section is roughly drawn to scale. Vertically spaced boundary cutoff drifts together with
steeply dipping faults contribute to the vertical nature of the cave that developed.

Inspiration (Arizona, USA)
Source: Hardwick(1963)
Caving Period Reported: 1954
Summary: The history of mining operations at Inspiration is reviewed; the Inspiration mine is
adjacent to the Miami block cave mine. The report includes details on the transition from
block caving to open pit mining in 1954. Specifically, the block caving of a transfer block is
reported from an undercut 70 m below the pit bottom. Data is provided in the form of a
scaled cross-section showing the outlines of the caving zone over time, from which the
caving angles can be calculated.

Jagersfontein (South Africa)
Source: Stucke (1965)
Caving Period Reported: 1947-1962
Summary: Plans to block cave a new lift at the Jagersfontein diamond mine are reported.
The description includes a schematic cross-section showing the current block caving
undercut level at 550 m depth and earlier workings, including an older open pit operation.
The cross section shows that the limits of the caving zone roughly coincide with the
boundaries of the kimberlite pipe and already existing crater. It is reported that approximately
one million tonnes of waste rock from the crater walls slough into the crater each year.

Jenifer (California, USA)
Source: Obert & Long (1962)
Caving Period Reported: 1952-1957
Summary: Data is reported for a single block cave experiment in a thick, sub-horizontal
borate deposit, where previous mining was by room and pillar. The undercut level is at a
depth of 160 m with a block height of 70 m. Caving of the orebody and overlying cap rocks
extended to surface, although longhole blasting at intermediate depths was required to aid
caving of the ore. A scaled cross-section is provided showing a clear zone of caving/collapse,
and a plan view map is provided showing subsidence contours (with 10’ contour intervals).
Both show that the caved ground propagated slightly to the southeast of the undercut area.
One of the unique features of the caving zone was that its periphery was marked by a single,
continuous, steep-wall face. Little to no change in the peripheral outline of the subsided area
occurred over the 4.5 year period following the initial subsidence.

King (Zimbabwe)
Source: Brumleve (1988), Wilson 2000
Caving Period Reported: None given (<1983 – 1988)
Summary: Block caving of the West Flank (W11-14 blocks) of the King asbestos mine is
described. Caving of the steeply dipping orebody was initiated below the foot of a steep hill
and extended towards its 250 m high peak; the corresponding average depth of the undercut
is 275 m. Schematic cross-sections are provided in both sources showing the extent of
caving on surface relative to the undercut on the 276 Level. Wilson’s [14] section shows
more detail, including lines connecting the undercut to surface fractures (fracture initiation
angle) but for an earlier stage of cave development. Neither cross-section includes a scale
bar. Caving angles on the footwall side of the orebody are shown to coincide with the dip of
the orebody.

Kiirunavaara/Kiruna (Sweden) - 1995
Source: Lupo (1997), Henry & Dahnér-Lindqvist (2000)
Caving Period Reported: 1965-1995
Summary: Analysis of the progressive failure of the hangingwall and footwall at the
Kiirunavaara iron ore sublevel cave mine is reported. The source papers briefly describe the
history of hangingwall failures above the sublevel caving, and the more recent failure of the
footwall (previous caving angles had coincided with the footwall contact of the orebody
dipping at 60°). Lupo [34] provides an air photo outlining the zones of caving, surface
cracking and subsidence. The exact depth of the sublevel undercut for these zones is not
reported but can be estimated as approximately 560 m depth. Henry & Dahnér-Lindqvist [23]
provide a scaled cross section for the same footwall failure event from which the undercut
level and caving angle can be estimated. The caving angle on the footwall side coincides
with the dip of the orebody, whereas the higher caving angle results from the overhanging
nature of the dipping hangingwall. Values for the caving, fracture initiation and subsidence
angles from these sources is also reviewed by [24].
.

Kiirunavaara/Kiruna (Sweden) - 2000
Source: Henry et al. (2004)
Caving Period Reported: 1965-2000
Summary: The application of InSAR monitoring of mining-induced deformations is reported
for the Kiirunavaara iron ore sublevel cave mine. The source largely focuses on InSAR
principles, but includes a subsidence map of the caving, fracture initiation and subsidence
zones. These are based on surface geodetic and benchmark surveys. The outline of the
lowermost sublevel undercut for the measurement period (500 m depth) is not provided on
the map, but can be approximated, from which the respective angles can be calculated.
Caving, fracture initiation and subsidence angles on the footwall side are shown to coincide
with one another at approximately 50°.

Kiirunavaara/Kiruna (Sweden) - 2005
Source: Villegas (2008)
Caving Period Reported: 1965-2005
Summary: A thesis study is reported involving the numerical analysis of the hangingwall at
the Kiirunavaara iron ore sublevel cave mine. A detailed description of the modelling input is
provided (rock mass characteristics, properties and in situ stresses), together with the
modelling results. A simplified cross-section is also provided as a form of model constraint
showing the extent of the farthest surface crack observed on the hangingwall side of the
orebody for several different time periods. These are interpreted as representing the limits of
the fracture initiation zone. Although exact undercut depths for each sublevel are not
provided, they can be approximated from the cross-section. No indication is given as to the
caving angles for the same period, or the caving and fracture initiation angles on the footwall
side.

Koffiefontein (South Africa)
Source: Hannweg (2001)
Caving Period Reported: 1987-2001
Summary: Caving operations at the Koffiefontein diamond mine are reported, describing the
use of a front caving method that combines aspects of block and sub-level caving. The
undercut occurs at 480 m depth and caves into previous underground workings and the
bottom of a deep open pit. This is shown in a schematic cross-section, from which the caving
angles can be estimated. These are shown as being sub-vertical and confined within the
limits of the pit bottom.

Lake Superior District (Michigan, USA)
Source: Crane (1929)
Caving Period Reported: none
Summary: Data is presented for several cases involving copper and iron mines, but without
specific reference to the mine location, mining period or mining method. Based on the “type
cases” reported, most appear to involve open stoping where failure (caving) of the
hangingwall has occurred, although indication is given that a small number of sublevel
caving cases are also included. Angles of break are reported, but these are defined as the
angles observed underground with reference to the backs of hangingwall failures and not
necessarily the angles representing the extension of caving to surface. Cross-sections are
provided for two cases, showing examples of caving and subsidence at surface, which
appear to be sublevel or block caving mines. Both are without scale bars. The first is
described as Case B (also Type C), involving an iron-bearing formation lying on highly
inclined slate. The angle of caving on the footwall side aligns with the dip of the slates. No
depth is given for the mining depth. Reference is made to 300-400 m as a minimum,
although references are also made to multiple depths and sub-levels. The second case
(Case C, Types D,E,F), appears to refer to the block caving of lenticular iron ore deposits. A
cross section is provided showing the caving angle extending from the undercut, but again,
no scale is provided. Other information provided suggests a depth of 450 m, including a thick
blanket of glacial till that partly obscures the caving and subsidence zones at surface.

Malmberget (Sweden)
Source: Haglund & Heberg (1975)
Caving Period Reported: 1970-1974
Summary: Recovery of a 160 m high pillar is described using a modified block caving
method referred to as ‘slotblocking’. However, the dipping nature of the orebody and multiple
use of sublevels, more closely resembles a sublevel caving approach and is classifies as
such in the Tables above. Previous and subsequent mining of the iron ore deposits involved
a combination of shrinkage and sublevel stoping and sublevel and block caving. No direct
data is provided in the form of subsidence measurements, but a scaled cross-section is
included showing the boundaries of the caving zone on surface relative to several undercut
levels below. The most relevant is the block caving of the 300 Level (300 m depth), with
lower levels acting more like a sublevel caving operation. The cross-section shows that the
caving zone on the footwall side aligns with the orebody contact, whereas the overhanging
hangingwall collapses into the cave.

Miami – 1928 (Arizona, USA)
Source: Maclennan (1929)
Caving Period Reported: 1926-1928
Summary: The source reports data from the block caving of two ore bodies, referred to as
Main and Low Grade, together with a smaller block named Stope 11. Earlier mining was by
shrinkage stoping and top slicing. At the time of reporting, mining of the Low Grade orebody
was still in progress. The depths of the three undercuts vary from 180-195 m for ore blocks
65 to 120 m high. Boundary caving drifts were driven at suitable vertical intervals to limit the
amount of caving beyond them. The south boundary of the Low Grade block caves into the
already caved Main block. A plan view subsidence map and several cross-sections are
provided showing the extent of measured subsidence on surface relative to the undercut
level, including limiting scarps from which the angle of fracture initiation can be estimated.
Caving angles and angles for fracture initiation are reported in the paper, but are measured
from the top of the mined block (i.e. ore column); angles reported here, in the Tables above,
have been corrected to be measured from the extraction level. Lower caving/fracture
initiation angles for the Main and Low Grade blocks were observed to be sub-parallel to
foliation of schist.
.

Miami – 1958 (Arizona, USA)
Source: Fletcher (1960)
Caving Period Reported: 1910-1958
Summary: This report updates the subsidence observations of MacLennan (1929) with an
intermediate set of observations from 1939 and current measurements as of 1958. The data
for 1939 involves a plan view map showing the limits of caving and fracture initiation relative
to the caved ore bodies. This period continues the mining of the low grade orebody, as
reported in 1929, from the same mining depth (approximately 195 m). As before, boundary
caving drifts were driven at different vertical intervals to limit the amount of caving beyond
them. Fletcher (1960) reports that the caving angles have flattened considerably since the
1929 set of measurements. The data reported for the mining period up to 1959 incorporates
an extension of the High Grade orebody to greater depths through lifts at the 700 and 1000
(foot) Levels, with a bottom undercut at 300 m depth. Unlike previous blocks, those undercut
at the 1000 Level were done so without the vertical boundary cutoff drifts. Scaled crosssections are provided for the deeper lifts, showing the original topography, extent of
subsidence, and surface scarps. It should be noted that although a large fault (the Miami
fault) cuts across the deposit, separating the schist-hosted orebody from the conglomerate
cap, it is not seen to have any influence on the caving or fracture initiation limits.

Mt. Lyell – Cave Horn (Tasmania, Australia)
Source: North & Callaghan (1980)
Caving Period Reported: 1972-1980
Summary: Subsidence related to the mining of several different orebodies is reported at Mt.
Lyell, including the Cape Horn orebody mined by a combination of sublevel caving and
stoping. A schematic cross-section is provided that shows the extent of caving above the #5
undercut at 160 m depth, together with the angle of fracture initiation above the hangingwall.
The latter is described as a concentric pattern of surface cracking. Caving on the footwall
side is shown to coincide with the dip of the orebody (70°).

Northparkes (Australia) – E26 Lift 1
Source: Duffield (2000)
Caving Period Reported: 1993-2000
Summary: The design of the second lift for the Northparkes’ E26 mine is reported. Included
in this description is a geological cross-section showing the outline of the mined out Lift 1
block cave. No direct data is provided in the form of subsidence measurements, but caving
angles for Lift 1 can be approximated from the cross-section supplemented by subsidencerelated information in the source paper. Caving of Lift 1 involved the collapse of the crown
pillar into an air gap beneath the cave back, owing in part to a change in the geology related
to a gypsum leached zone. As a result, the cave angles are near vertical. The lift also caved
into the bottom of a small open pit; the caving zone measured does not include ground
disturbed due solely to open pit mining.

Palabora (South Africa)
Source: Pretorius (2007)
Caving Period Reported: 2001-2007
Summary: The effects of dilution resulting from a 130 million ton pit wall failure above an
active block cave are reported. The block cave undercut is approximately 400 m below the
bottom of the 800 m deep pit at a depth of 1200 m. The source reports the caving angles
originally projected to open up into the floor of the pit, and the unexpected caving-induced
triggering of a large pit wall failure. Physical and numerical modeling predicted a loss of
around 30% of the original ore reserve. The source paper reports the caving angle at 86-88
degrees. The fracture initiation angle is projected with respect to the location of the back
scarp of the rockslide behind the crest on the north wall of the pit.

Perseverance (WA, Australia) - 2000
Source: Jarosz et al. (2007)
Caving Period Reported: 1994-2000
Summary: A report is provided on the use of InSAR to measure mining-induced deformations
above a sublevel caving operation. Included is a cross-section that shows the caving profile
above the sublevel undercut at 640 m depth (9920 Level). These underground operations
are located below a large open pit with caving on the hangingwall side extending beyond the
pit. InSAR data is also presented, however, no indication is given as to how the monitored
displacements relate spatially to the undercut sublevels.

Perseverance (Australia) - 2004
Source: Tyler et al. (2004)
Caving Period Reported: 1994-2004
Summary: Subsidence above the Perseverance sub-level caving nickel mine is reported.
Subsidence maps are provided for several different years and mining levels, showing the
limits of caving and fracture initiation based on the interpretation of air photographs, walkover surveys and GPS/prism data. Caving and fracture initiation angles calculated based on
stated mining depths and outlines of the caving levels relative to the outlines of caving on
surface. Caving occurs beneath a large open pit with caving on the hangingwall side
extending beyond the pit limits.

Questa (New Maxico,USA)
Source: Gilbride (2005)
Caving Period Reported: 1979-2005
Summary: Subsidence at the Questa mine related to historic block caving (Goathill orebody)
and block caving of a new orebody (“D”) is reported. Data is provided for the measured
historic subsidence over the Goathill orebody in the form of an air photo outlining the caving
and fracture initiation zones, and limits of ground deformation (i.e. continuous subsidence
zone). The respective angles are reported with reference to the undercut level at 300 m
depth. The limits depicted are based on field measurements and air photo analysis.
Incorporated in the subsidence zone is a shallow-seated slide undercut at its toe by the
caving zone. A subsidence contour map is provided for the ground deformations over the D
orebody, Panel 1 undercut (600 m depth). Deformations were measured by surface surveys
across a grid. At the time of reporting, subsidence over Panel 1 was not developed enough
to allow the measurement of the caving or fracture initiation angles. The subsidence
magnitudes, however, were large enough to initiate large-scale sliding of the hillside above.
Subsidence above the D Orebody was first detected in April 2003, 30 months after caving
was initiated. Caving propagated to surface through 550 m of overburden at an average rate
of 0.21 m per day.

Rajpura Dariba (India)
Source: Singh (1993)
Caving Period Reported: ?
Summary: Numerical modelling of progressive hangingwall failure is reported, including a
brief description of a case history of the Rajpura Dariba sublevel caving mine. No direct data
is reported but the caving and fracture initiation angles on the hangingwall side of the
orebody are reported together with the mining depth. The respective angles on the footwall
side are assumed to be aligned with the 70° dip of the footwall.

Salvador (Chile)
Source: Escobar & Tapia (2000)
Caving Period Reported: 1995-1999
Summary: The investigation into the 1999 air blast event at the Salvador panel cave
operation is reported. This involved the sudden collapse of the cave back in the Inca West
area after a stable arch had formed resulting in the development of a large void. No direct
data is presented in the form of subsidence measurements, but a scaled cross-section
showing the development of the collapse is provided which includes the outline of the caving
zone and original topography relative to the undercut level (at 700 m depth).

San Giovanni (Italy)
Source: Balia et al. (1990)
Caving Period Reported: 1985-1990
Summary: Analysis of progressive hangingwall failure is reported for the San Giovanni leadzinc mine. The mining methods employed include cut and fill stoping in the lower levels, and
sub-level caving and shrinkage stoping in the upper levels. The undercut depth for the
lowermost sublevel caving level is at 100 m depth. Data is provided in the form of a
longitudinal cross-section and subsidence map outlining the caving zone. The caving angle
calculated for the footwall side of the orebody approximately coincides with the dip of the
footwall at 75-80°.

San Manuel (Arizona, USA)
Source: Buchanan & Buchella (1960); Johnson & Soulé (1963)
Caving Period Reported: 1956-1960
Summary: Data is reported for the block caving of the South orebody, Lift 1 (1450 Level
undercut) from two different sources. The South ore body is the largest of the three ore
bodies at San Manuel. The data from Johnson & Soulé (1963) provides more detail at a
higher resolution and is the primary source used here. The undercut for Lift 1 is at a depth of
420 m with a block height of 180 m. At the time of reporting, only the central third of the ore
zone has been caved. Surface subsidence data is provided in the form of a cross-section
showing the subsidence profile for different intermediate stages of caving, several crosssections showing the caving angle and angle of subsidence for different profiles above the
undercut, and a subsidence contour map (with 25’ contour intervals) showing the limits of
scarp development and surface cracking. Note that the definitions from Kantner (1934) are
used with angle of subsidence referring to the limits of caving on surface and break angle
being applied to the limit of visible cracking in the same section. These are interpreted here
as referring to the caving and fracture initiation angles, respectively. A general
recommendation was provided to assume a setback distance of 230 m of lateral distance on
surface for each 300 m of depth mined in order to protect structures and ensure safety.

San Manuel (Arizona, USA)
Source: Thomas (1971)
Caving Period Reported: 1956-1970
Summary: Data is provided summarizing that previously reported for the South orebody, Lift
1 (Johnson & Soulé 1963), subsequent data for its completion in mid-1962, data for the
mining of Lift 2 (2015 Level), and data for the mining of the North orebody, Lift 1, which is
comprised of two blocks, West and East, separated by a 200 m pillar. The undercut for Lift 1
(1450 Level) was at 420 m depth, whereas the undercut for Lift 2 (2015 Level) was at 605 m
depth. Lift 2 for the South orebody was mined by block caving, although the method was
gradually modified to follow a panel caving type sequencing. A similar panel caving approach
was applied to the North orebody, although the small size of the West and East undercuts
effectively resulted in block being caved. Surface subsidence data is provided in the form of
several subsidence contour maps (with 50’ contour intervals) showing the extension of the
caving zone with time, together with scaled cross-sections showing the subsidence profiles.
Active subsidence for the South orebody, Lift 2, is primarily contained within well established
boundaries for Lift 2, with only minor activity outside this periphery. The increased depth of
Lift 2 therefore results in a steepening of the caving angles. The caving zones for the North
orebody, West and East, remained separate.

Shabani (Zimbabwe)
Source: Wilson (2000)
Caving Period Reported: - 1999
Summary: Block caving and ground support practices at the Shabani asbestos mine are
reported. Caving involves an inclined undercut dipping at an angle of approximately 30° from
horizontal, with blocks being developed to target discrete, elongated pods of ore. No direct
data is provided in the form of subsidence measurements, but a scaled cross-section is
included that outlines the caving zone above two mined blocks (52 and 58) relative to the
undercut level. An average depth of 630 m is shown for the dipping undercut.

Urad (Colorado, USA)
Source: Kendrik (1970)
Caving Period Reported: 1967-1969
Summary: Data is reported for panel caving from the 1100 Level of the Urad deposit. The
height of the ore varies from 60 to 210 m and the overall depth varies from 120 to 300 m due
to its position under a steep slope. Considerable pre-splitting and induction blasting was
required to aid the caving process. A schematic drawing is provided from which the caving
angle can be estimated assuming the sketch is to scale. Vertical boundary cut-off stopes
were mined (shrinkage stoping) to limit the extent of the caving zone.

